Excited state photochemically driven surface formation of benzene from acetylene ices on Pluto and in the outer solar system†
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NASA’s New Horizons mission unveiled a diverse landscape of Pluto’s surface with massive regions being neutral in color, while others like Cthulhu Macula range from golden-yellow to reddish comprising up to half of Pluto’s carbon budget. Here, we demonstrate in laboratory experiments merged with electronic structure calculations that the photolysis of solid acetylene – the most abundant precipitate on Pluto’s surface – by low energy ultraviolet photons efficiently synthesizes benzene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons via excited state photochemistry thus providing critical molecular building blocks for the colored surface material. Since low energy photons deliver doses to Pluto’s surface exceeding those from cosmic rays by six orders of magnitude, these processes may significantly contribute to the coloration of Pluto’s surface and of hydrocarbon-covered surfaces of Solar System bodies such as Triton in general. This discovery critically enhances our perception of the distribution of aromatic molecules and carbon throughout our Solar System.

Introduction

The New Horizons flyby of Pluto—the only trans-Neptunian Object (TNO) with a known atmosphere—transformed Pluto from an astronomical body into a geological world. This mission uncovered exotic landscapes comprised of mountains of water ice (H₂O), glaciers of frozen nitrogen (N₂), dunes made of methane (CH₄) ice granules, and vast basins like nitrogen ice dominated Sputnik Planitia. Pluto’s surface is reshaped by the sublimation of nitrogen, carbon monoxide (CO), and methane from the surface to the atmosphere. At surface pressures of 1 Pa and temperatures of 37 K, nitrogen dominates the atmospheric composition followed by methane with abundances of 0.3% in the lower regions and up to 18% in the upper atmospheric layers above 1000 km. The absorption of solar photons by methane and nitrogen causes a complete opacity of the atmosphere at wavelengths of 142.5 nm and below. This leads to photochemically generated hydrogen cyanide (HCN, 4 × 10⁻^5) together with C₂ hydrocarbons acetylene (C₂H₂), ethylene (C₂H₄), ethane (C₂H₆), each at fractions of about 0.1%. Pluto’s most prominent surface topographies are monumental colored terrains. These stretch from black to reddish regions such as Cthulhu Macula extending over nearly 3000 km along Pluto’s equator to yellowish topologies like Lowell Regio and Sputnik Planitia. Whereas related terrestrial structures are composed of minerals, on Pluto, visible and near infrared images (1.25–2.50 μm) from New Horizons’ Ralph instrument indicate strong fractions of dark organics—presumably tholin-like macro molecules—of hitherto poorly characterized chemical composition and origin. Considering areal mass fractions of up to 54% of organic molecules in Sputnik Planitia, these strongly colored regions define the dominant surface sink of carbon in Pluto’s nitrogen–methane cycle. Given
that these organic molecule-dominated territories profoundly influence Pluto’s hydrocarbon balance and climate on a planetary scale, the unraveling of the origin and chemical pathways to organic materials is essential not only to rationalize Pluto’s chemical evolution, but also to elucidate how alike and distinct the chemistries of Pluto and Earth might have been before life emerged on Earth 3.7 billion years ago.

Previous work has concentrated on the formation of the (colored) surface organics in the atmosphere through processing of methane (CH₄) and nitrogen (N₂) via solar photons. These photochemically driven molecular mass growth processes involve complex gas-phase reaction networks of ion–molecule and neutral–neutral reactions, eventuating in the formation of organic aerosol particles. Hydrocarbons can stick to these aerosol particles well above their condensation temperature and eventually precipitate onto Pluto’s surface. Analyses of the opacity and scattering of Pluto’s haze indicate that the aerosols are dominated by organics of unknown chemical makeup forming 10 nm particles that aggregate into particles of sizes up to 200 nm. However, the hypothesis of precipitated aerosols as a source of the coloration of Pluto’s yellowish to brownish surfaces has come under close examination. Recent photochemical models reveal that the residence time of the haze particles in Pluto’s atmosphere of only three terrestrial years is too short to allow an adequate chemical processing and hence coloration of the organics prior to their precipitation to the surface. One possible explanation for the coloration is the possibility of a seasonal collapse of the atmosphere allowing Ly-α photons and solar wind particles to reach the surface and induce coloration, however, seasonal and long-term models indicate that the methane concentration in the atmosphere rarely turns out to be small enough for the atmosphere to become transparent to this radiation. Therefore, the severe discrepancy of the required and actual residence time of the aerosols suggests an alternative source of the surface organics indicating hitherto unidentified chemical processes on Pluto’s surface.

Here we reveal via surface-science experiments merged with high-level ab initio calculations that benzene (C₆H₆)—the fundamental molecular building block of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)—along with substituted PAHs as complex as C₂₆H₂₄ are formed through photochemical processing of low temperature acetylene (C₂H₂) ices at wavelengths shorter than 288 nm via (non-adiabatic) excited state chemical dynamics. These previously ignored non-equilibrium pathways involve excited state photodynamics and may represent the key reaction classes that result in the facile formation of colorful aromatic molecules ranging from yellow-orange (tetracene, C₁₈H₁₂) via golden-brown (perylene, C₂₀H₁₂) to red (ovalene, C₃₂H₁₄) similarly to the colors observed in distinct regions on Pluto such as Cthulhu Macula (red) or Lowell Regio and Sputnik Planitia (golden yellow), on time scales as short as a few Earth years (ESI†). Photochemical models of Pluto’s atmosphere converge that acetylene (C₂H₂) represents the most abundant molecule precipitating on Pluto’s surface with fractions of up to 41%, Pluto’s low surface temperature of only 37 K effectively prohibits a classical thermal chemistry, but supports chemical processing by energetic radiation. High-energy Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) with energies of at least a few MeV can penetrate the atmosphere and deliver doses of up to 9 × 10⁻⁶ eV molecule⁻¹ over Pluto’s orbit (248 years) to the surface. Solar photons at wavelengths less than 142.5 nm are absorbed in the atmosphere by methane, nitrogen, and the haze and, hence, do not reach the surface. Nonetheless, low energy Solar Photons (142.5–290 nm; 8.7–4.3 eV) reach the surface and deposit a dose of up to 14.5 eV per (acetylene) molecule during Pluto’s orbit when accounting for daytime irradiation only. This exceeds the doses delivered by GCRs by at least six orders of magnitude. However, due to the low solar emission of photons that can penetrate the atmosphere and drive radical–radical chemistry (5.8–8.7 eV), these account for only 10% of this dose despite the higher absorption cross section. Previous atmospheric models deemed the dominating low-energy photons with energies below typical carbon–hydrogen bond energies and adiabatic ionization energies of, e.g., acetylene as photochemically irrelevant since they can lead neither to bond cleavages nor ionization. Likewise, excited state photochemistry of low-lying electronic states of organics such as of acetylene was not part of any photochemical model of Pluto. Overall, this low-energy (4.3–5.8 eV) photon-driven surface chemistry has the unique potential to efficiently transform acetylene ices over geologically short time scales through molecular mass growth processes to benzene and more complex aromatics of various degrees of coloration. Since our studies reveal that coloration takes place within a few Earth years, this time scale might even be sufficiently fast to cause coloration of acetylene-dominated haze particles before they settle on Pluto’s surface (ESI†). These processes deliver the fundamental molecular building blocks not only for Pluto’s surface organics, but potentially also for organic molecules on surfaces of Solar System bodies with dense atmospheres such as Titan thus providing a versatile, previously overlooked mechanistic framework for the synthesis of complex organic molecules of various degrees of coloration as ubiquitous in our Solar System.

### Experimental

The experiments were carried out in a stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with background pressures around 3 × 10⁻¹¹ torr. A polished, highly reflective silver substrate was interfaced to a closed-cycle helium refrigeration unit capable of reaching temperatures down to 5 K. Excellent thermal contact between the cold head and the silver substrate was ensured by sandwiching indium foil. Utilizing a differentially pumped rotational feedthrough and a UHV bellow, the cold head can be moved vertically and rotated horizontally. Acetylene (Airgas, 99.99% purity) was separated from the acetone using a slush bath of dry ice and ethanol to freeze out the acetone. The purified acetylene gas was then deposited through a glass capillary array onto the silver substrate held at 5 K. During deposition, a helium-neon laser was reflected off the silver surface to record interference fringes to determine the
thickness of the ice.\textsuperscript{27} With a refractive index of 1.34,\textsuperscript{28} the thickness of the prepared ices was determined to 1200 ± 100 nm for the experiments carried out with 288 nm and 249 nm laser irradiation and 1000 ± 100 nm for the 222 nm experiment. Following the deposition, an IR spectrum was recorded (Nicolet 6700; 4500–700 cm\(^{-1}\), resolution 4 cm\(^{-1}\)) before the ice was irradiated with a 1 cm\(^2\) laser beam at normal incidence with average powers of about 15 mW. The resulting total energy of the laser impinging on the surface as well as the doses the ices received are summarized in Table S1 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}). After irradiation, FTIR spectroscopy was exploited to detect changes in the chemical composition of the sample.

After the irradiation of the ice, the sample was warmed up to 320 K at a rate of 0.5 K min\(^{-1}\) (Temperature Programmed Desorption; TPD) to release volatile product molecules into the gas phase. Subliming species were subsequently ionized using a [1 + 1] REMPI scheme; the resulting ions were detected in a reflection time-of-flight spectrometer (Jordan-TOF products, Inc.) equipped with two microchannel plates (MCPs) in a chevron geometry. The signal from the MCPs was amplified (Ortec 9306) and shaped in a discriminator with 100 MHz to finally be recorded with a multichannel scaler (FAST ComTec, P7888-1E); this unit was triggered at 30 Hz with a digital delay-pulse generator (Quantum Composers, 9518) and synchronized with the ionization laser. Each spectrum was integrated over 3600 sweeps, corresponding to one mass spectrum per Kelvin temperature change. The laser radiation used for the [1 + 1] REMPI scheme was generated in a dye laser (Sirah Lasertechnik GmbH, Cobra Stretch) pumped by the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser operating at 30 Hz (Spectra-Physics, Quanta-Ray Pro-250). To achieve an output of around 259 nm, a Coumarin 503 (Luxottica Exciton) dye solution was used and the laser was tuned to 518 nm which was subsequently frequency doubled in a Coumarin 450 for 288 nm, Pyromethene 597, Coumarin 503, and Coumarin 450 for 288 nm, 249 nm, and 222 nm, respectively. An additional experiment with irradiation at 222 nm was carried out on a rhodium-coated silver substrate to collect UV-Vis data of the processed sample without the strong absorption of silver in the UV region. Spectra were taken from 190–1100 nm at a resolution of 4 nm (Nicolet Evolution 300).

The transmission spectrum of acetylene ice was measured from 107 nm to 350 nm at a VUV absorption end station attached to the beamline BL03 at the 1.5 GeV Taiwan Light Source (TLS) in the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) of Taiwan. The generated light is dispersed with a 6 m cylindrical grating monochromator and spans the wavelength range 35–350 nm with a maximum photon flux of about 2 × 10\(^{12}\) photons s\(^{-1}\) and a maximum resolving power of 30 000. A LiF, CaF\(_2\) or quartz window plate was inserted at the front of the end-station to remove the higher-order light from the beamline. The experimental setup was described previously.\textsuperscript{30,31} In short, acetylene (Matheson, 99.99% purity) was separated from the stabilizer in a cold trap at 195 K and a thin film was deposited onto a 2 mm thick LiF window held at 10 K using a closed-cycle helium refrigerator (APD HC-DE204S) in a vacuum chamber at pressures below 10\(^{-8}\) torr. Monochromatized radiation from the synchrotron was passed through a gold mesh with 90% transmission to monitor the flux using an electrometer (Keithley 6512). After passing through the acetylene ice and the LiF window at normal incidence, the synchrotron radiation was absorbed by a layer of sodium salicylate coated onto a glass window. The phosphorescence of the salicylate was monitored using a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R943-02) in photon-counting mode.

**Computations**

Structures of the reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products at the first excited triplet state (T\(_1\)) were obtained using the hybrid density functional B3LYP\textsuperscript{32} with the 6-311G** basis set. At the same computational level, vibrational frequencies were calculated to confirm the local minima with all positive frequencies and transition states with only one imaginary frequency. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-311G** level to verify that the optimized geometry is truly a transition state, which connects the designated intermediates. Subsequently, single-point energy calculations were carried out with the high-level wavefunction theories based on the B3LYP/6-311G** optimized T\(_1\) geometries. Second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), and the coupled cluster with single, double and perturbative triple excitations (CCSD(T)) method\textsuperscript{33} with extrapolation to the complete basis set (CBS) limit were performed to obtain the relative energies. The zero-point energies were computed using B3LYP/6-311G**, and the solvation energy was calculated by the conductor-like polarizable continuum (CPCM) model with B3LYP/6-311G** for the T\(_1\), C\(_6\)H\(_6\) potential energy surface. The expressions used for the CCSD(T)/CBS calculation are as follows, where E\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{E}}}}}MP2/CBS\(_{2,3}\)} is the extrapolated MP2 correlation energy using the cc-pVZD and cc-pVTZ basis sets and the extrapolation approach.\textsuperscript{34} These CCSD(T)/CBS calculations were employed to predict relative energies of all reactants, intermediate states, transition states and products to a precision.
of about 5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). All the quantum mechanical calculations were performed using Gaussian09\(^{35}\) and MOLPRO.\(^{36}\)

\[
E(\text{CCSD}(T)/CBS) = E(\text{HF}/\text{cc-pVQZ}) + E'(\text{MP2}/\text{CBS}_{2,3}) + E'(\text{CCSD}(T)/\text{cc-pVDZ}) - E'(\text{MP2}/\text{cc-pVDZ}) + \text{ZPE}(\text{B3LYP}/6-311G^{**}) + E_{\text{CPCM}}(\text{B3LYP}/6-311G^{**})
\]

(1)

\[
E'(\text{MP2}/\text{CBS}_{2,3}) = [3^3 E'(\text{MP2}/\text{cc-pVTZ}) - 2^3 E'(\text{MP2}/\text{cc-pVDZ})] / (3^3 - 2^3)
\]

(2)

Structures of the reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products at the second excited triplet state (\(T_2\)) were optimized using the linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) at the TD-B3LYP/6-311G** level. All TDDFT calculations were carried out with Gaussian16.\(^{37}\) Next, single-point energies of the TD-B3LYP/6-311G** optimized \(T_2\) states were calculated by the complete active-space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2)\(^{38}\) with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set using MOLPRO.\(^{36}\) The zero-point energies were corrected with TD-B3LYP/6-311G**, and the solvation energy was calculated by the CPCM model at the TD-B3LYP/6-311G** level for the \(T_2\) state \(C_6H_6\) potential energy surface.

**Results**

In separate experiments ices of acetylene (\(C_2H_2\)) were irradiated by monochromatic photons with wavelengths of 288 nm (4.31 eV), 249 nm (4.98 eV), and 222 nm (5.58 eV) at 5 K. These photon energies are below the carbon-hydrogen bond strength (5.781 ± 0.030 eV)\(^{39}\) and the first adiabatic ionization energy of acetylene (11.40 ± 0.05 eV)\(^{40}\) thus eliminating, for instance, any ion chemistry.\(^{41,42}\) Considering adiabatic excitation energies of the first excited triplet (\(T_1\); 3.8 eV and 4.1 eV for \textit{cis} and \textit{trans}, respectively), second excited triplet (\(T_2\); 4.7 eV and 4.4 eV), and first excited singlet state (\(S_1\); 5.5 and 5.09 eV),\(^{43-45}\) these wavelengths were chosen to investigate the influence of excited states on the low-temperature processing of acetylene (Fig. 1).

![Energy level diagram of the four lowest energy excited states. The upper energy limit of each state corresponds to the linear symmetry (vertical excitation), the lower lines to the adiabatic transitions to the \textit{cis} and \textit{trans} geometries. Arrows and dashed lines correspond to the excitation energies used in this study.](image)

As demonstrated in Fig. 2, a thin film of 1,330 ± 80 nm as determined using the Swanepoel method\(^{46}\) (ESI†) of acetylene absorbs 0.10 ± 0.01%, 0.28 ± 0.03% and 0.55 ± 0.06% of the impinging photons, respectively, corresponding to absorptions of 3.9 ± 0.4 × 10\(^{-22}\), 1.1 ± 0.1 × 10\(^{-21}\) and 2.2 ± 0.2 × 10\(^{-21}\) molecule\(^{-1}\). In these experiments, ices received doses of 1.7 ± 0.2, 4.3 ± 0.7, and 8.4 ± 1.2 eV molecule\(^{-1}\) at 288 nm, 249 nm, and 222 nm, respectively (Table S1, ESI†). This corresponds to 32 ± 4, 82 ± 13, and 160 ± 20 Earth-years of irradiation on Pluto’s surface. After the photolysis, the ices were warmed up to 300 K [temperature programmed desorption (TPD)] to release the molecules into the gas phase. We acknowledge that the temperature of Pluto never exceeds 110 K; however, the warm-up phase is required to sublimate the molecules into the gas phase, where they can be detected via photoionization through resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI).
followed by a mass-resolved detection of the aromatic molecules in a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ReToF-MS). REMPI-ReToF-MS is critical to identify individual molecules; traditional spectroscopies such as Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy monitor functional groups linked to aromatics, but they often cannot assign individual molecules since the fundamental modes often overlap. Acetylene ices were selected as the dominant components of all organics depositing on Pluto’s surface from the atmosphere. Therefore, they serve as a benchmark to what extent aromatic molecules and in particular benzene formed \textit{via} low-temperature surface processing by low energy photons previously deemed irrelevant to synthesize any organics on hydrocarbon-rich surfaces of planets and their moons.

### FTIR/UV-vis spectra

Representative FTIR spectra of acetylene ice before (black line) and after (red line) photolysis with 222 nm photons are displayed in Fig. 3. Before irradiation, the absorptions can be connected to acetylene. The main absorptions of the unprocessed ice can be assigned to the acetylenic $\equiv$CH stretch ($\nu_5; 3235$ cm$^{-1}$), a combination band ($\nu_4 + \nu_5; 1391$ cm$^{-1}$), and the C$=\equiv$C bending mode ($\nu_6; 784/743$ cm$^{-1}$). An overview of all absorptions of the ice is given in Table S2 (ESI†).

After the photolysis, several new, but weak bands can be identified as revealed in the insets of Fig. 3 (Table S3, ESI†). Most prominently, a combination band ($\nu_4 + \nu_5; 3089$ cm$^{-1}$), a C$=\equiv$C–H bending mode ($\nu_5; 1477$ cm$^{-1}$), and a C–H bending mode ($\nu_3; 1035$ cm$^{-1}$) might be linked to benzene ($C_6H_6$), but also to higher order aromatics. Additionally, vinylacetylene ($C_6H_4$) can be identified by its acetylenic $\equiv$CH stretch ($\nu_4; 3287$ cm$^{-1}$) and a combination band ($\nu_5 + \nu_7; 2970$ cm$^{-1}$). Furthermore, aromatic $=\equiv$CH stretches are detected at 3065 cm$^{-1}$ and 3035 cm$^{-1}$ indicating the formation of key functional groups of PAHs upon photolysis; this is further confirmed through broad absorptions around 997 and 959 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to in-plane and out-of-plane aromatic CH deformations of PAHs and (substituted) benzene, respectively. These substitutions are further indicated by the detection of alkyl CH stretching at 2925 cm$^{-1}$, alkane $-\text{CH}_2-$ stretching at 2840 cm$^{-1}$ and alkyne C$=\equiv$C stretching at 2117 cm$^{-1}$. Since the infrared absorptions of PAHs often overlap due to their aromatic functional group, any assignments of specific molecules exploiting FTIR data alone must be considered as tentative. Further, the UV-Vis spectra recorded for the 222 nm irradiation experiment do not exhibit notable features, but reveal an increase in absorption over the whole spectral range from 190 nm to 1100 nm which is most pronounced in the UV and blue spectral region, indicating a yellow coloration compared to the unprocessed ice (Fig. S1, ESI†). The region of the most prominent absorption (190–500 nm) can be associated with $1A^\pi \rightarrow 3A^\pi$ transition of vinylacetylene (200–225 nm) and with $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transitions of (substituted) benzenes and PAHs. For example, the transition of benzene is located at 160–207 nm, and those of phenylacetylene and styrene at 215–260 nm and 220–275 nm, respectively. For polycyclic compounds, the $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transitions shift to higher wavelengths with spectral ranges for naphthalene, anthracene, and phenanthrene at 245–280 nm, 300–370 nm, and 240–380 nm, respectively, whereas the pentacene transitions span the wavelength range of 290–620 nm. Hence, both FTIR and UV-Vis spectra indicate the presence of cyclic aromatic molecules, but neither method allows us to assign individual aromatic molecules formed in the photochemistry.

Therefore, a more selective detection method is needed to identify the product molecules and to constrain the molecular complexity achieved by the photolysis. This requirement is fulfilled by REMPI-ReToF-MS, which allows a selective detection of aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene.

### REMPI-ReToF-MS

Fig. 4 shows the temperature-dependent mass spectra of subliming molecules from the photolyzed acetylene ices recorded using the $[1 + 1]$ REMPI scheme for benzene ($C_6H_6$) at 259.003 nm to ionize the desorbing molecules and to detect them in a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ReToF-MS). REMPI first accesses an excited intermediate state, which is characteristic for the individual isomer to be identified (here: benzene) $\textit{via}$ a resonant photon absorption followed by a second photon, which then ionizes the molecule. As the $S_n \leftrightarrow S_0$ transitions of substituted benzenes and more complex PAHs can be accessed between 266 nm and 248 nm, higher mass (poly)cyclic aromatics can also be detected off-resonance in the present experiments. As revealed in Fig. 4(b), PAHs with mass-to-charge ratios up to 336 ($C_{25}H_{24}$, e.g. dipropylperylene) carrying up to five benzene rings were detected in the experiment conducted with 249 nm photons. At 222 nm, the multi-channel plate (MCP) detector of the ReToF-MS was tuned down to 3000 V, which results in below 10% sensitivity, to avoid saturation. Therefore, a lower fraction of high-mass products were detected above the noise level. An overview of the array of detected mass-to-charge ratios in the 249 nm experiment along with assignments are provided in Table S4 (ESI†); the corresponding TPD traces are shown in Fig. S2–S7 (ESI†). To quantify the production of benzene, the ion signal of $m/z = 79$ ($^{13}C_{12}C_6H_6$) was analyzed for each of the three experiments,
because the signal at \( m/z = 78 \) was saturated due to the efficient ionization and formation of benzene. The resonance wavelength differs slightly for these two isotopologues, but benzene-\(^{13}\)C\(_1\) can be efficiently detected at the resonance wavelength of benzene.\(^5\) The resulting ion signals are displayed in Fig. 5. All traces were scaled by the number of processed molecules in the ice and by the laser power to account for fluctuations in laser pulse energy; the trace in Fig. 5c) was additionally multiplied by a factor of 10.55 to account for the reduced MCP voltage (\textit{vide supra}). Integration over the signals yields total ion counts of 3900, 83700, and 384000 for 288 nm, 249 nm, and 222 nm irradiation, respectively, for benzene, \( i.e. (3.1 \pm 0.9) \times 10^{-5}, (7 \pm 2) \times 10^{-4}, \) and \( (2.0 \pm 0.6) \times 10^{-3} \) benzene molecules per absorbed photon (ESI†). This indicates that the benzene yields increase with rising photon energy exciting to the \( T_1, T_2, \) and \( S_1 \) states (ESI†).

**Electronic structure calculations**

With the explicit isomer-specific identification of benzene (C\(_6\)H\(_6\)) in our laboratory experiments, we turn our attention now to possible reaction pathways by merging our experimental data with electronic structure calculations predicting relative energies of all reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products to a precision of 5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 6, 7, and ESI†). It should be noted that under real planetary conditions, Pluto’s surface is exposed to a broad band spectrum of low energy Solar...
Physically, the photochemical processes cannot be explored computationally at all wavelengths for each excited state of acetylene. Therefore, as a proof-of-concept, we explore the present study the effects of photoexcitation to the two lowest excited T1 and T2 states. Considering the requirement to use accurate ab initio electronic structure methods capable of treating excited triplet (T1/T2) states, we conducted first gas phase calculations. These explored the chemical response of an acetylene trimer ((C2H2)3), which represents the minimum numbers of carbon and hydrogen atoms to form benzene, by excitation of a single acetylene molecule to the T1 and T2 states yielding eventually triplet benzene. At 288 nm, acetylene can only be excited to its T1 state (Fig. 1); in the 3B2 and 3Bu states, yielding eventually triplet benzene. At 288 nm, acetylene can only be excited to its T1 state (Fig. 1); in the 3B2 and 3Bu states, the hydrogen atoms could either be oriented cis or trans with respect to each other. At 249 nm, the T2 state of acetylene can be accessed; a chemical reaction can start from an acetylene in its cis (cis) and/or 3A0 (trans) state; in addition, internal conversion to the T1 state may precede prior to reaction. It should be noted that in the gas phase, singlet–triplet transitions are formally symmetry forbidden. However, for simple organic molecules such transitions are typically not strictly forbidden, which can lead to significant excitation in the solid state due to the higher density.

The results of the computations reveal exciting findings. Upon excitation to T1, cis-acetylene adds with a single carbon atom to the carbon–carbon double bond of a ground state acetylene molecule yielding a tricyclic ring intermediate [1] (3A) (Fig. 6); this initial structure resembles a cyclopropene molecule substituted at the CH2 moiety by a triplet carbene. In the gas phase, this addition involves a barrier of only 2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), which is less than the excess energy of the system (48 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) upon excitation to the T1 state by one 288 nm photon. [1] ring closes to an acyclic intermediate [2] (3A) by passing a transition state of 35 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), which is well below the energy of the separated reactants. Three consecutive cis–trans isomerizations with respect to C–H and C–C bonds involve intermediates [3] (3A), [4] (3A), and [5] (3A); the barriers to isomerization are small (13–23 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) and can be overcome easily. [5] can then react with another acetylene molecule through addition of one of the terminal carbon atoms of [5] to a single carbon atom of acetylene yielding an acyclic, six-carbon intermediate [6] (3A), which is thermodynamically favored by 153 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) compared to [5]. Upon facile rotation around a carbon–carbon bond, [7] (3A) is accessed, which eventually undergoes ring closure via carbon–carbon bond formation accompanied by aromatization to triplet benzene [8] (3Bu) in an overall exergonic reaction (–569 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). In the ice, the latter can undergo intersystem crossing to eventually form ground state singlet benzene (C6H6, X'\(\text{A}_1\)).

This multistep reaction pathway is mirrored on the T2 surface (Fig. 7). Excitation of the acetylene trimer ((C2H2)3) in the gas phase yields an acyclic isomer [9] (3A) via addition to a single carbon atom of a second acetylene molecule via a small barrier of only 6 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), which then trans–cis isomerizes to intermediate [10] (3A). The latter reacts with yet another acetylene molecule under simultaneous hydrogen migration to a six-carbon chain intermediate [11] (3A). Two successive hydrogen shifts via [12] (3A) access [13] (3A). trans–cis isomerization of [13] (3A) to [14] (3A) followed by ring closure yields [15] (3A), which contains the carbon skeleton of benzene. Two successive hydrogen shifts from the methylene moiety (CH2) via [16] (3A) result in triplet benzene [17] (3Euating). Once again, in the ice, the latter can undergo intersystem crossing to eventually form ground state singlet benzene (X’\(\text{A}_1\)). Overall, with the exception of the initial barrier to addition of only 2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (T1) and 6 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (T2), which range well below the excess energy

---

Fig. 6 The T1 C6H6 potential energy surface involved in the formation of triplet benzene via acetylene reactions. Energies are given in kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Geometries were optimized at the B3LYP/6-311G** level. Single-point electronic energies were calculated at the CCSD(T)/CBS level. Zero-point energies were corrected using B3LYP/6-311G**, and the solvation energy was calculated by the CPCM model with B3LYP/6-311G** (Methods section).

Fig. 7 The T2 C6H6 potential energy surface involved in the formation of triplet benzene via acetylene reactions. Energies are given in kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Geometries were optimized at the TD-B3LYP/6-311G** level. Single-point electronic energies were calculated at the CASPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Zero point energies were corrected using TD-B3LYP/6-311G**, and the solvation energy was calculated by the CPCM model with TD-B3LYP/6-311G** (Methods section).
incorporated by the absorbing photons into the acetylene trimer, all barriers to yield triplet \([8] \ ({}^3\text{B}_{1u})\) and \([17] \ ({}^3\text{E}_{1u})\) benzene are well below the energy of the separated reactants and hence can be overcome easily upon excitation of an acetylene trimer \((\text{C}_2\text{H}_2)_3\) by a single 288 nm and 249 nm photon to the \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) states, respectively, in overall exergonic and ‘downhill’ reactions.

Since in the real ice, the acetylene trimer is surrounded by acetylene molecules, we also explored potential solvation effects and their influence on barrier heights and energies of the local minima. This is implemented by adding stepwise up to eight acetylene molecules to the acetylene trimer one molecule at a time. Considering the computationally demanding calculations, this is conducted here for the \(T_1\) state, which can be excited in our experiments by a single 288 nm photon, as a proof-of-concept. The overall effects of the solvation on the energies of the stationary points on the \(T_1\) surface are presented in Fig. 8. When two acetylene molecules are added to the solvation shell of the acetylene trimer, the entrance barrier decreases to 1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Once a third acetylene molecule is added, at the CCSD(T)/CBS level the barrier vanishes, and the acetylene hexamer is stabilized by 0.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) with respect to the acetylene trimer and three separated acetylene molecules. As shown in Fig. 8, from the acetylene hexamer on, a barrier to addition to solvated \([1]\) exists, but it is lower than the energy of the separated reactants and hence constitutes a submerged barrier in the entrance channel.

In this situation, the kinetics are controlled by two transition states: a loose, indistinct outer variational transition state and a tight inner transition state corresponding to the submerged barrier. The outer transition state is rate controlling at low temperatures. For the overall reaction from the solvated acetylene trimer to solvated \([1]\), the reaction is \textit{de facto} barrierless.

Adding additional acetylene molecules to the solvation shell essentially decreases the energy of the van der Waals (vdW) cluster with overall eight acetylene molecules to 5 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) below the separated acetylene trimer and six separated acetylene molecules at the CCSD(T)/CBS level. Here, the barrier to addition lies 2 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) above the van der Waals cluster, but 3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) below the energy of the separated reactants (see Table S9 of ESI\(^{\dagger}\)). From here on, adding additional acetylene molecules does not change the energy of the clusters significantly, and clusters with seven and eight acetylene molecules are essentially isoenergetic (Fig. 9).

Note that adding acetylene molecules in the solvation shell also lowers the energies of the remaining intermediates \([2]–[8]\) and transition states among them by up to 10 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Overall, our computations revealed that upon solvation of the acetylene trimer, the barrier to addition forming \([1]\) essentially submerges from the acetylene hexamer on, resulting in a barrierless reaction once a single acetylene molecule is excited to the \(T_1\) surface forming eventually triplet benzene \([8]\) in an energetically downhill process, which may then undergo intersystem crossing to the ground state singlet surface upon interaction with the matrix. Consequently, this one-photon excitation of acetylene suggests that the same reaction can likely occur inside the acetylene ices initiated by a single 288 nm photon even at temperatures as low as 5 K.

### Discussion and conclusion

Having demonstrated that the interaction of non-ionizing radiation with acetylene ices by low-energy photons results in the formation of benzene \textit{via de facto} barrierless and overall exergonic reaction pathways through excited state dynamics,
we now explore critical implications of these findings to Pluto’s surface composition.

First, as of now, photochemical models of Pluto’s atmosphere solely contain gas-phase reactions leading to the formation of benzene; the surface was assumed not to receive significant doses of radiation that can induce chemical changes eventually leading to benzene formation. Above 500 km, the main contributor for benzene formation is postulated to be the dissociative recombination of the C2H2+ cation with an electron, i.e. a reaction which has not been validated in any laboratory experiment, whereas below this height, the primary formation channel in the modeling is suggested to be the propargyl (C3H3) self-recombination (C2H2 + C2H2 + M → C6H6 + M). The latter reaction has been explored in numerous computational and experimental studies with benzene being a minor reaction product at a level of a few 10% at most. However, none of the research was carried out at the low temperatures and pressures found in Pluto’s atmosphere. According to the theoretical models, gas phase reactions may account for a net production rate of benzene of 4 × 10^5 cm^-2 s^-1 for a total condensation of 1.6 g cm^-2 Byr^-1. An alternative photochemical gas-phase pathway to benzene is the reaction of three acetylene molecules. This has been studied extensively in high temperature gas phase environments for decades. The pathways involve radical-radical recombination initiated by hydrogen abstraction from the acetylene molecule possibly in conjunction with excited singlet states. Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) ionization of acetylene van der Waals clusters might lead to benzene cations, but not to neutral benzene molecules. Furthermore, broad band excitation of triplet states using photosensitizers like mercury has been demonstrated to yield benzene at 423–543 K, i.e. higher temperatures than used in this study.

Second, in the solid state, benzene has been demonstrated to form by irradiation of acetylene ice with energetic electrons, X-ray irradiation, and cyclotrimerization on cosmic dust analogues. However, the low doses reaching Pluto’s surface as discussed above suggest that cosmic rays and energetic electrons, which are formed by cosmic rays decelerated through solid matter, are less important than low energy photons reaching Pluto’s surface. Also, the temperature on Pluto’s surface is too low for efficient cyclotrimerization of acetylene on dust and, additionally, the dust influx is too low for significant contribution of this process even at the higher temperatures found in Titan’s atmosphere. Previous experiments of acetylene photolysis in the solid state with VUV photons did not result in benzene formation, whereas irradiation of acetylene in a xenon matrix with 248 nm photons was found to yield small amounts of benzene. However, this was attributed to excimer formation followed by energy transfer to acetylene dimers and trimers rather than a one-step excitation of the acetylene molecules. The present experiments demonstrate that in the solid state, excited (triplet) state chemistry of acetylene leads to the formation of significant amounts of benzene. In contrast to one-step photo-induced cyclotrimerization by X-rays demonstrated by Lukianova and Feldman, our calculations clearly indicate a multistep reaction through C4H4 intermediates under our experimental conditions. This is further supported by the identification of vinylacetylene in the infrared spectra, which could easily form as a final product by isomerization of the C4H4 intermediates. Furthermore, C6H6 (m/z = 52) was detected as a reaction product after irradiation of acetylene ice at 222 nm utilizing single-photon ionization at an energy of 10.49 eV (Fig. S10, ESI†). Although vinylacetylene can also form from the UV irradiation of benzene, subjecting pure benzene ices to higher doses than applied in this study did not result in detectable IR features of vinylacetylene despite the higher concentration of benzene in the ice.

Third, (barrier-less) excited state reaction pathways to benzene from acetylene as demonstrated here have critical implications for the abundance of benzene along with PAHs on Pluto’s surface. Owing to the low temperature on the surface (37 K), ground state acetylene molecules cannot react with each other to form benzene due to an entrance barrier of 140 kJ mol^-1. However, as demonstrated here, low energy photoexcitation of acetylene trimers eventually yields benzene in the ices.

Fourth, Pluto’s atmosphere is opaque to higher energy photons (<142.5 nm) thus making radical–radical or ion–neutral reactions of acetylene in the lower atmosphere and on the surface a minor contributor due to complete absorption of Lyα photons and low solar emission between 142.5 nm and 215 nm. Additionally, GCRs do not deliver sufficient energy to the surface for significant chemical alteration; low energy photons exploited in the present study result in doses six orders of magnitude higher than those by GCRs. Therefore, the acetylene excited state dynamics demonstrated here represent a critical, hitherto overlooked formation route for (poly)cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons on Pluto. Especially since acetylene has been identified as the main precipitate on the surface, the formation of significant amounts of aromatics can be expected from these reactions. Considering that the highest dose used in our study corresponds to 160 ± 20 years of solar irradiation of Pluto’s surface and produced an opaque yellow to golden-orange residue, significant surface coloration can be expected from excited state chemistry before the surface is covered with fresh precipitates. Furthermore, even the experiment conducted at 288 nm produced a slight, yellow residue on the sample after sublimation of volatiles. Since the dose received in these experiments corresponds to only 32 ± 4 years at the low efficiency found for 288 nm radiation, even coloration of aerosol particles in the atmosphere before they settle down on the surface could be feasible. Once benzene is formed, there are several pathways towards more complex (substituted) aromatic hydrocarbons via ring annulation. Furthermore, benzene in the solid state subjected to long-wavelength UV radiation (λ > 230 nm) can react further to substituted benzenes such as xylene (C6H8), ethylbenzene (C8H10), and styrene (C8H8), which has also been detected in our experiments. It is important to stress that in our experiments, PAHs carrying up to five rings and mass-to-charge ratios of 336 (C26H24, e.g. dipropylperylene) were detected via off-resonance REMPI and detected in the gas phase. The late onset of the high-mass PAH desorption (280–300 K)
indicates that this upper limit in mass is governed by product volatility rather than product formation, which is further indicated by the nonvolatile, yellowish residues after sublimation of all volatile species. Among the detected PAHs were mass-to-charge ratios that might correspond to colored PAHs such as perylene (C_{20}H_{14}, yellow-brown), anthanthrene (C_{22}H_{12}, golden yellow), and coronene (C_{24}H_{12}, yellow). Further mass-growth regions exhibit a red coloration. During the winter, the poles of Pluto (37 K) as a proof-of-concept study that is applicable to all environments. As higher temperatures increase the mobility of molecules, a favorable reaction geometry should be easier to achieve, thereby likely increasing the reaction rate. Furthermore, the overall production rate of benzene and PAHs on Pluto’s surface will depend on additional factors, including acetylene concentration in the surface ice and penetration depth of the low energy solar photons. At high penetration depths, the photochemistry discussed here outweighs the benzene formation in the atmospheric models by several orders of magnitude even in dilute acetylene ices and can therefore constitute the main source of aromatic molecules on Pluto’s surface therefore bringing us closer to an understanding of the coloration of Pluto’s surface and of hydrocarbon-covered surfaces of airless bodies and even those with an atmosphere like Triton (as long as the low energy photons can penetrate to the surface) in our Solar System in general.
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